
ELECTRIC BLOWER BOX KIT

This high volume, low pressure blowing system is
used to blow a balloon type bag a ached to a
draw line or string through conduits. The draw
line is then used to pull a heavier hauling rope
back to your start pos on. This system can easily
rope a 100mm conduit 300-500 meters. Dual
stage motors with max 3.5 cfm.

Power : 240v
KIT INCLUDES:
1 x BLOWER EBK2-1300
5m x 50mm hose EBP-5M50
Hand-Gun EBH-30
Conduit Seal-O s: ECS-12, 50, 110
3 x rope grommets: 3mm, 5mm and 7mm

EBK2-1300, Electric Power Blower
2 stage electric blower.
1300w electric motors delivering approximately 3.5
cubic meters of air per minute.
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ECS var. sizes, Conduit Seal O
Cone type seal o to be used with Hearthills
electric blower box (EBK-1300) and hand gun
(EBH-30)
ECS-12 Conduit seal o for 12 to 40mm
ECS-50 Conduit seal o for 40 to 70mm
ECS-110 Conduit seal o for 70 to 160mm

BLC-XXX, Balloon Line Carriers for Low 
Pressure Air

For use with Hearthill's blower box (EBK-1300)
Sizes – BLC 050/063/080/100/125/150/200
for 50/63/080/100/125/150/200mm conduits
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CSO-XXX, Conduit Seal O
CSO-040/050/063/080/100/125/150/200 
– for use on 40/50/63/80/100/125/150/
200mm conduits

PRG-300, Pressure Roping Gun Shown with 
Seal O (not included)

Pressure Roping Equipment
The high pressure roping system is the system of choice when long distances of conduit or sub duct 
require a draw line to be installed. A standard compressor of around 175cfm or less is suitable for this 
job. The rubber seal  are compressed inside the end of the conduits to avoid blow back and if 
further grip to the conduit is required  rubber seal  can be added to increase the hold on 
the ID of the conduit due to back pressure created with distance and water head pressure. Hand gun 
is complete with stainless steel ball valve, type-B connector and 3 x rope grommets to suit 3, 5 and 
7mm draw lines. The  claw to the compressor hoses has the required safety feature for the 
locking clips. There are a series of seal  ranging from 40mm to 200mm whilst large can be 
manufactured upon request
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PRK-400, Conduit Roping Gun Kit 
C/W hand gun, 3 rope grommets and
50,80,100,125 and 150 conduit seal o s.


